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Abstract

The Higgs quartic coupling λ has now been indirectly measured at the electroweak scale.
Assuming no new low-scale physics, its running is known and, together with gauge and
Yukawa couplings, it is a crucial new piece of information constraining UV completions
of the Standard Model. In particular, supersymmetry broken at an intermediate or high
energy scale with tan β = 1 (i.e. λ = 0) is consistent with present data and has an
independent theoretical appeal. We analyze the possible string-theoretic motivations for
tan β = 1 (including both the shift-symmetry and the more economical variant of a
Z2 symmetry) in a Higgs sector realized on either 6- or 7-branes. We identify specific
geometries where λ ' 0 may arise naturally and specify the geometrical problems which
need to be solved to determine its precise value in the generic case. We then analyze the
radiative corrections to λ. Finally we show that, in contrast to naive expectations, λ < 0
at the SUSY breaking scale is also possible. Specifically, string theory may produce an
MSSM plus chiral singlet at a very high scale, which immediately breaks to a non-SUSY
Standard Model with λ < 0. This classically unstable theory then becomes metastable
through running towards the IR.
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1 Introduction

It is now established that the recently discovered resonance described in [1,2] is at least
very similar [3] to the Standard Model Higgs boson. Together with constraints from
electroweak precision data, flavor physics (see e.g. [4, 5] and refs. therein) and quickly
evolving direct-search limits from LHC, this supports the conservative hypothesis that
the Standard Model remains the correct effective field theory above the TeV scale. To
the best of our knowledge, this implies that the electroweak scale is fine-tuned, which
may indeed be acceptable in view of the huge landscape of string vacua (see e.g. [6]).

Thus, we focus on string theory as the high-scale theory and, more specifically, on
those solutions of the string equations of motion which can be understood as compacti-
fications of 10d supergravity (F-theory models, heterotic Calabi-Yaus, or type II Calabi-
Yau orientifolds with branes).1 For reasons of stability, we expect supersymmetry at the
compactification scale mC . If we accept fine tuning in the Higgs sector, SUSY can then
be broken anywhere below that scale, mZ � mS ≤ mC . For the purpose of this paper,
we mostly focus on the ‘canonical’ minimal particle content at mS: a high-scale MSSM.
We furthermore assume that all superpartner masses are of the same order of magnitude
(see however [7]), such that mS is reasonably well-defined.

Now, given the measured Higgs mass, the electroweak-scale quartic coupling λ of the
Higgs field and its running at higher energies are in principle known. In particular, λ
runs to zero at some high scale µλ [8–15] (see [16] for state-of-the-art SM beta functions).
The standard MSSM formula

λ(mS) =
g2

2(mS) + g2
1(mS)

8
cos2 2β (1)

expresses the quartic coupling in terms of the MSSM β-angle and the electroweak gauge
couplings g1 and g2 [17]. One sees that λ(mS) ≥ 0, implying mS ≤ µλ. Furthermore, if an
argument for a particular value of tan β can be made, Eq. (1) together with the running
of λ can be used to predict mS.2 This was exploited in [18], with focus on tan β � 1 at
the GUT scale (now ruled out by data). If, by contrast, a convincing theory reason for
the opposite limit, tan β = 1 and thus cos2 2β = 0, can be provided, high-scale SUSY
is consistent with a 126 GeV Higgs and the SUSY breaking scale mS coincides with the
scale µλ at which the quartic coupling λ vanishes. In this scenario, introduced in [19],
the prediction mS ∼ µλ ∼ 109 GeV (at present still with very large errors) can be made.
More specifically, in [19] a string-motivated [20, 21] shift symmetry was suggested as
the origin of tan β = 1.3 As observed in [27] (and further analyzed phenomenologically
in [28]), the weaker assumption of a Z2 symmetry is in fact sufficient to ensure tan β = 1.

1 Of course, entirely stringy constructions without any higher-dimensional interpretation and with
supersymmetry broken at the string scale are also conceivable. The pragmatic reason for not considering
them here is our lack of quantitative understanding. A possible physics reason is their short expected
life-time: More or less by definition, there is no small parameter controlling tunneling rates in the
corresponding part of the landscape.

2 For a detailed numerical study and plots illustrating this relation see e.g. [14].
3 An earlier, closely related idea is to realize the Higgs as a pseudo-Goldstone boson [22]. Furthermore,

in the context of predicting (or explaining) the Higgs mass, non SUSY-variants of a shift symmetry in
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There is, however, an interesting alternative to Eq. (1) in non-minimal SUSY models
which allows λ < 0 at the soft scale. Note that this is independent of the details of the
stringy or supersymmetric UV completion. We will introduce this scenario in section
4.2 and argue that an energy window without even a metastable vacuum at small or
zero Higgs vev might exist. Rather than extending the SM by a stabilizing sector below
µλ [11,29], we simply accept that λ runs negative and only ensure the existence of some
UV completion at much higher energies.

In the present paper, we attempt to flesh out the possible stringy symmetries in
the Higgs sector (either shift or Z2) which were suggested in [19, 27] as the origin of
tan β = 1. While the shift symmetry is well-understood in heterotic orbifold models
[20, 21], its possible generalization to heterotic Calabi-Yaus appears to be complicated
and we postpone this issue. Instead, we focus on 6- and 7-brane models in type IIA and
IIB Calabi-Yau orientifolds and in F-theory. We also compare shift symmetry violating
effects arising from the inequality mC > mS and from loop corrections at mS.

Before giving an outline of the paper, we now pause to discuss critically possible
motivations for high-scale SUSY with tan β = 1. The simplest motivation, already em-
phasized above, is that it may relate a symmetry feature of the high-scale theory (Z2

or shift symmetry) to the last observable of the Standard Model (Higgs mass or equiv-
alently quartic coupling λ). As such, scenarios with tan β = 1 are certainly worthy of
investigation.

Furthermore, it is conceivable that a better understanding of ‘how to find a Standard
Model in the landscape’ will provide us with a first-principle reason for a symmetry
enforcing tan β = 1. As will become more apparent below, this is far from obvious. In
fact, at the moment it appears that the required symmetries are only available in a
certain class of models and that (as usual) many models without this feature exist.

Finally, there might be a ‘landscape bias’ towards a high SUSY breaking scale. Given
a certain low-scale value of λ with a corresponding ‘vacuum stability scale’ µλ < MP,
this implies a bias for mS to be as close to µλ as possible4. In such a situation, models
ensuring tan β = 1 by a symmetry are very strongly favored. While there are obviously
many uncertainties in this argument (e.g. the preferred SUSY breaking scale as well as
the whole concept of a measure in the landscape), we still believe that it is an interesting
extra reason to consider the present class of models.

The paper is organized as follows: In the remainder of the introduction, we briefly re-
call the role of shift and exchange symmetry in determining the UV boundary conditions
of the Higgs sector masses and couplings.

In Section 2, we discuss possible stringy realizations of shift/exchange symmetric Higgs
sectors in smooth Calabi-Yau compactifications. In compactifications with D-branes, the
Higgs field can either propagate along the entire brane as a so-called bulk Higgs, or

the Higgs sector appeared several years ago in [23] as well as very recently in [24]. A shift-symmetric
Higgs has also been discussed in the context of inflation in [25]. An alternative origin of λ(mS) = 0 was
suggested in [26].

4Note that there is an unconventional alternative if one is willing to accept λ < 0 at the matching
scale and possible metastability of the SM vacuum. This possibility is discussed in section 4.2.
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localize at the the intersection of two D-branes. We argue that a bulk Higgs on D6
branes or its type IIB/F-Theory dual might be the most natural way to obtain shift
symmetric scenarios in type II models. Upon deforming parallel branes relative to each
other, bulk degrees of freedom become localized matter. We take a closer look at the fate
of shift/exchange symmetry during the transition from D7 bulk fields to matter localized
on the intersection curve of two D7-branes, and identify the point in moduli space where
the transition between the two regimes occurs. We consider simplified settings in D = 5, 6
with modulus dominated or Scherck-Schwarz supersymmetry breaking and then draw
some conclusions for Calabi-Yau compactifications with fluxes.

In Section 3, we discuss the Higgs quartic coupling in models where extended SUSY
effects can play a significant role. In particular, we are interested in the recently proposed
exchange symmetric models [27, 28] on D6 brane networks exploiting the possibility of
relative extended N = 2 supersymmetry preserved by pairs of D6 brane stacks. We
give field-theoretic arguments that there is some tension between the need to generate
a sizable Bµ term via branes at angles or fluxes, and the desire to have an MSSM-like
D-term potential. We discuss variations of the branes-at-angles scenario in the flat space
limit and propose a possible solution.

Section 4 addresses both tree level and loop corrections to the quartic Higgs coupling
and the intriguing possibility of negative λ at the soft scale. In Section 4.1, our previous
analysis of radiative shift symmetry violation is updated and augmented by a detailed
treatment of 1-loop threshold effects. We discuss the relative importance of the various
contributions and their impact on the predicted SUSY breaking scale. In Section 4.2,
we argue that some high-scale UV completions with approximately flat directions (e.g.
approximately shift- or exchange symmetric models) can yield negative effective quartic
couplings and nevertheless remain calculable perturbatively due to the local flatness of
the potential at small field values. We show how this relaxes the upper bounds on the
SUSY breaking scale, which might be useful for certain classes of string models (see
e.g. [30]).

1.1 The role of shift symmetry and exchange symmetry

Let us review the role of the shift and the exchange symmetries in the UV boundary
conditions of the Higgs quartic couplings before we discuss superstring/F-Theory real-
izations.

Shift symmetry: We consider an MSSM-like Higgs sector with two chiral Higgs dou-
blets Hu and Hd carrying opposite hypercharge. We demand that the Kähler potential
exhibit a shift symmetry

Hu −→ Hu + c, Hd −→ Hd − c† . (2)

The consequence of this symmetry is that the Kähler potential can only depend on the
linear combination, K = K(Hu + H†d). The lowest-dimension allowed operator in the
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Higgs fields is
K = f(Xi, X i)|Hu +H†d|

2 , (3)

where we have included a generic dependence on some moduli Xi which will later acquire
an F -term vev. Furthermore, the dominant source of shift symmetry violation should
come from the couplings, i.e. the quadratic part of the Higgs lagrangian will be affected
by this violation at the 1-loop level (see section 4.1 for a discussion of these effects).
What is remarkable about this Kähler potential is that it contains the usual kinetic
terms |Hu|2, |Hd|2 as well as a “holomorphic” part HuHd + H†dH

†
u. The latter by itself

would only contribute a total derivative to the action, but this changes in the supergravity
setting, and specifically due to the nontrivial dependence of f on the moduli.

In modulus dominated SUSY breaking, some of the moduli Xi will acquire F -term
vevs FXi, which in turn can generate soft terms as well as supersymmetric masses wher-
ever they occur in the Kähler potential and superpotential. In absence of a µHuHd term
in the superpotential, the Higgs mass matrix can be read off the Kähler potential in
Eq. (3). Without loss of generality, we take f = 1 in the vacuum. Upon supersymmetry
breaking, soft masses m2

Hu
,m2

Hd
, the Bµ term and the effective µ term are generated.

For simplicity we now assume one modulus X to dominate. The resulting Higgs mass
matrix (with Bµ ≡ m2

3) at the scale mS, defined through

L ⊃ −m2
1|Hu|2 −m2

2|Hd|2 −m2
3(HuHd +H†dH

†
u) , (4)

is then given by (cf. e.g. [20, 21])

m2
1 = m2

2 = m2
3 = |µ|2 +m2

3/2 − F
X
F
X

(ln f)XX , (5)

where

|µ|2 =
∣∣∣m3/2 − F

X
fX

∣∣∣2 , F
X

= eK/2KXXDSW and m3/2 = eK/2W . (6)

As was discussed in [19], this Higgs mass matrix has a massless eigenstate

H0 =
1√
2

(Hu −H†d) . (7)

It provides the SM Higgs doublet, while the orthogonal combination becomes heavy
at the soft scale and does not contribute to EWSB. This situation corresponds to the
decoupling limit with a mixing angle tan β = 1. Since we get a zero eigenvalue, it appears
as though we get a naturally low (compared to the soft scale) electroweak scale and have
avoided the hierarchy problem. Unfortunately, this changes once one goes beyond tree
level. After integrating out heavy degrees of freedom coupling to the Higgs sector like the
top squarks, the corresponding decoupling contributions, though loop suppressed, give us
large shifts in the Higgs mass parameters which force us to finetune the electroweak scale.
The fact that these contributions are loop suppressed with respect to the treelevel mass
parameters ensures that tan β ≈ 1 still holds to good accuracy after loop corrections are
taken into account.
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One might worry that the shift-symmetric scenario is too restrictive to tune the Higgs
light after threshold corrections at mS are included. However, since the shift-symmetry
violating contributions themselves are enhanced relative to the quadratic threshold cor-
rections by a logmS/mC , one can tune the Higgs light within the leading log approxima-
tion by dialing the soft terms without having to give up the shift-symmetric scenario [19].

Exchange symmetry: One can ask whether there are weaker conditions than a shift-
symmetric Higgs sector which also yield the desired structures. In [27], the authors find
that there is a simpler way to enforce tan β = 1 by symmetry if one does not insist on a
naturally small electroweak scale at tree level. Since one needs to finetune anyways after
taking into account quadratic loop corrections, we do only a factor of ≈ 6y2

t /16π2 worse
if we give up this requirement altogether, as was also pointed out in [28]. The idea is then
as follows: if the Higgs potential exhibits an exchange symmetry (again, necessarily only
at tree level) between Hu and H†d, this ensures that the diagonal entries in the Higgs mass
matrix satisfy m2

Hu
= m2

Hd
= m2, and thus after canonical normalization, it becomes

M(mS) =

[
|µ|2 +m2 Bµ

Bµ |µ|2 +m2

]
. (8)

The electroweak scale is tuned light when

Bµ ≈ |µ|2 +m2+quadratic thresholds . (9)

Thus, the requirement of having a light electroweak scale already implies that m3 ≈
m1 = m2, and we recover the same Higgs mass matrix with universal entries as before
and thus tan β ≈ 1 along with a massless doublet. If the relation m2

Hu
= m2

Hd
receives

small corrections, the resulting deviation from tan β = 1 and thus cos 2β = 0 is

| cos 2β| = 1

2

|m2
Hu
−m2

Hd
|

|Bµ|
(10)

at leading order in ∆m2/µ2. In a sense, the shift-symmetric scenario is a special case
of the exchange symmetric one, and both symmetries are equally broken by loop effects
from terms such as the large third generation Yukawa coupling, which for tan β = 1 is
only present for Hu, but not Hd. Our treatment of radiative corrections in section 4.1,
which is an extension of the analysis given in [19], is thus also valid for this case. This
is also in agreement with a recent analysis in [28]. A particularly simple version of the
exchange symmetric scenario is realized if the soft masses mHu ,mHd in the Higgs sector
vanish altogether or are strongly suppressed relative to |µ|2. In [27], such a scenario is
proposed using brane angles or open string fluxes to generate a Bµ term. Another pos-
sible realization of this idea, which we will not consider further in this work, assumes
that supersymmetry breaking is communicated to the Higgs sector via a renormaliz-
able interaction W ∼ SHuHd with a “PQ-spurion”. If 〈S〉 = s + θ2F S, the resulting
µ/Bµ terms, which yield exchange symmetric normalized masses, might dominate over
exchange-violating soft masses originating from higher-dimensional operators. The Higgs
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mass matrix then has the desired approximate exchange-symmetric form, and the elec-
troweak scale can be tuned light by varying µeff versus Bµ. However, the scalar F -term
will also contribute to the quartic Higgs interaction at tree level if S is not decoupled
in an approximately supersymmetric fashion above the scale mS, and this can spoil the
Higgs mass predictions from tan β = 1 (see section 3). Also, if this mechanism yields
large hierarchies between the heavy Higgs doublet and the sfermions or gauginos, the
threshold corrections to λ may be the dominant effect.

2 Type IIB/F theory with 7-branes

The earliest and most explicit string-theoretic models with a shift-symmetric Higgs dou-
blet pair are heterotic orbifolds [20, 31]. As explained in some detail in [19, 32, 33], the
shift symmetry emerges since the Higgs is a Wilson line [35] (see [34] for a recent discus-
sion of twisted vs. untwisted Higgs sectors in heterotic orbifolds). Here, we are interested
in generic, smooth Calabi-Yau compactifications. This generalization is problematic [19]
since, in going from orbifold to Calabi-Yau, the Higgs becomes one of the bundle moduli
and the corresponding moduli space is less well understood.

2.1 Shift symmetry: Wilson-lines vs. brane-deformations

We therefore turn to brane models, for concreteness type IIB with D7-branes (see e.g. [36]
for constructions on orbifolds and smooth Calabi-Yau manifolds), where the Higgs once
again has the chance of being simply a Wilson line. A strongly simplified version of the
corresponding Kähler potential [37] is

K = − ln[−i(S − S)− L(z, z)ζζ]− 3 ln[T + T − C(z, z, ζ, ζ)aa]−Kcs(z, z) · · · . (11)

Here S is the axio-dilaton and z, ζ, T, a are the complex structure, D7-brane, Kähler and
Wilson line moduli respectively. Merely for notational simplicity, we suppress indices
pretending that there were just one modulus of each kind.

Since this Kähler potential has only been obtained in a fluctuation-expansion around
a given brane configuration, we a priori do not know how the leading terms ζζ and aa
generalize to all-orders Kähler metrics on the brane-deformation moduli space and the
Wilson-line moduli-space respectively.

Naively, one might hope that aa actually arises from a term ∼ (a + a)2 or, more
generally, from a shift-symmetric Wilson line Kähler potential

kw(z, z, ζ, ζ, a+ a) = C(z, z, ζ, ζ) aa+ · · · . (12)

However, a closer look reveals that things can not be so simple: Our complex variable
a combines two independent Wilson lines corresponding to its real and imaginary part.
Respecting a shift-symmetry in both of them would imply that kw should be independent
of both (a − a) and (a + a), which is clearly impossible. Indeed, upon closer inspection
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of the dimensional reduction carried out in [37] one sees that the Chern-Simons term
contains (very schematically) a piece∫

D7

C4 ∧ dA1 ∧ dA1 =

∫
D7

A1 ∧ dC4 ∧ dA1 , (13)

which induces kinetic mixing between D7 Wilson lines and C4 scalars, with a prefactor
depending on the Wilson-line. This destroys the shift symmetry (at least generically).

Of course, even in the absence of a shift symmetry, an exchange symmetry of the
type suggested in [27, 28] might still apply. Thus, we by no means rule out D7-brane
Wilson-line scalars as candidates for a Higgs sector with tan β = 1. However, we will not
develop this line of thinking in the present paper.

Next consider the brane deformation moduli ζ, ζ where, as we will argue, a shift
symmetry does indeed exist (cf. [19,38,39]). To make our point, we consider the type IIA
mirror version of (11). The analogue of the first term, again strongly simplified, is [40]

K = − ln[−i(S − S)−Q(t, t)uu] + · · · , (14)

where t and u are the Kähler and D6-brane moduli respectively. To avoid losing focus,
we do not discuss the type IIA analogue of S in any detail. We only note that the type
IIA axio-dilaton contains both gs and the volume and also has an intimate relation to
the complex structure through the C3 scalar (its imaginary part) associated with the
holomorphic 3-form [41]. This will not be important for us and we do not go into the
details of how S is expressed in terms of IIA compactification data. The claim that such
a superfield exists and the Kähler potential can be written as in (14) can be viewed as the
assertion that mirror symmetry continues to hold in the context of N = 1 orientifolds.

The main point for us is that the complex field

u = Φ + i(A−MΦ) (15)

combines one real brane-deformation Φ and one Wilson line modulus A (M vanishes
for vanishing B2 background and will not be relevant for us). In particular, Re(u) is
independent of A. Furthermore, as can be seen from [40], the dimensionally reduced 4d
action involves A ∼ (u − u) only through its derivatives. This crucially depends on the
structure of the relevant Chern-Simons term,∫

D6

C3 ∧ dA1 ∧ dA1 =

∫
D6

A1 ∧ dC3 ∧ dA1 . (16)

In contrast to the D7-brane case discussed earlier, this term does not give rise to any
(potentially A-dependent) kinetic mixing between the Wilson line scalar and a C3 scalar.
The point is that, for such a mixing term, both A1s should be integrated along 1-cycles
of the D6. For a non-zero result, one would need to dimensionally reduce dC3 to a 4d
3-form using a harmonic Calabi-Yau 1-form, to be then pulled back to the brane. Since
Calabi-Yaus have no 1-cycles, no such kinetic mixing terms arise.
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Thus, we can generalize (14) by writing

K = − ln[−i(S − S)− kD6(t, t, u+ u)] + · · · , (17)

or, returning to the IIB side,

K = − ln[−i(S − S)− kD7(z, z, ζ + ζ)] + · · · . (18)

Note that we need to be at large complex structure on the type IIB side in order to trust
the classical Kähler potential found on the IIA side at large volume. This is the desired
shift-symmetric structure we want to start from.

2.2 Bulk Higgs vs. intersection-curve Higgs

Promoting our D7-brane to an SU(6) stack, ζ becomes an SU(6) adjoint. After further
symmetry breaking to SU(5) (or directly to the Standard Model), it can then contain
the 5 + 5 (or 2 + 2) Higgses, with a shift symmetric Kähler potential. Models of this
type have recently been considered in F-theory [42]. For reviews of model building in
IIB/F-theory see e.g. [43].

Given that in type IIB and F-theory only the Kähler moduli T are not stabilized
by fluxes in a supersymmetric way, we now assume that supersymmetry breaking is
dominated by the F -terms of T . However, our bulk Higgs from D7-brane scalars has the
peculiar feature that there is no Kähler moduli dependence of the Kähler metric [37,44].
Hence, assuming also shift symmetry and applying the supergravity formulae of [21], the
normalized soft Higgs masses are simply given by

m2
1 = m2

2 = m2
3 = 2m2

3/2 . (19)

The mass of the heavy Higgs doublet is therefore set to m2
S = 4m2

3/2 .

The Higgs mass matrix above is precisely of the form conjectured in a related way
in [19]. However, here it follows with much less model dependence than expected earlier
from a Giudice-Masiero-type analysis based on higher-dimensional operators and FT . In a
sense, this is our main ‘success story’ concerning a framework with a natural stringy shift
symmetry. The remainder of this section is devoted to the related D7-brane intersection-
curve Higgs where, as it turns out, the picture concerning a shift symmetry (and a
possible prediction of the Higgs mass matrix in general) is much more complicated.

Most naively, the intersection-curve Higgs in type IIB orientifolds comes from the
intersection locus of a U(1) brane and a U(2) brane stack. The two doublets Hu and Hd

would in this case be two 4d zero modes of a 6d hypermultiplet living on the intersection
curve of the D7-brane-stacks. This has a straightforward generalization to the SU(5)
GUT case, where a 5 and 5 Higgs can originate in an analogous manner from a U(1)
and an SU(5) stack (or, even more generally, from the intersection locus of a D1 and the
GUT divisor). For such matter fields, it is known that the Kähler potential has a Kähler-
moduli-dependent prefactor [44]. We will now describe a localization process turning the
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previously discussed bulk Higgs into the intersection-curve Higgs. We aim in particular
at understanding what happens to the shift symmetry.

To keep things as simple as possible, we ignore any possible GUT-superstructure.
Instead, we start from a U(3) D7-brane stack and deform it to the U(1) × U(2) stack.
In this way, a ‘brane Higgs’ at the intersection curve can be continuously derived from a
‘bulk Higgs’ contained in the brane-deformation moduli ζ of the original U(3) stack.

The relevant Kähler potential is that of (18), where we now assume that S and z are
stabilized by fluxes (we will suppress the S- and z-dependence whenever possible) and
Im(S)� 1:

K = − ln[−i(S − S)− kD7(z, z, ζ + ζ)] =
i

(S − S)
kD7(z, z, ζ + ζ) + · · ·

(20)

= k0 tr(ζ + ζ)2 + · · · .

Here we have first Taylor-expanded in kD7 (keeping only the linear term) and then
restricted ourselves to a quadratic approximation in ζ absorbing the S- and z-dependence
in the constant k0.

Our ζ is in the adjoint of U(3), containing in particular two doublets Hu and Hd

in the complement of the U(2) × U(1) subgroup. So far, this is just group theory, but
we go on to assume an actual deformation of our brane stack such that the surviving
gauge group is U(2) × U(1) and the wave functions corresponding to the massless 4d
fields Hu and Hd localize along the emerging intersection curve [45–47]. The survival of
Hu and Hd as light 4d fields depends on geometrical data. More precisely, the internal
wavefunctions of localised massless modes correspond to elements of the cohomology
groups (see e.g. [46] for a review)

H i(C, (La ⊗ L∗b)|C ⊗K
1/2
C ), i = 0, 1, (21)

where C is the intersection curve, La and Lb denote the line bundles of the U(2) and
U(1) branes whose curvature is the gauge flux Fa and Fb along the respective branes
and KC represents the canonical bundle of C. The modes corresponding to i = 0 and
i = 1 characterize chiral N = 1 multiplets in the representations (21,−1) and (2−1,+1)
under U(2)× U(1). Note that the difference of the number of such fields is given by the
index

∫
C

(Fa− Fb). In the sequel we assume that an appropriate choice of fluxes is made

corresponding to hi(C, (La ⊗ L∗b)|C ⊗K
1/2
C ) = 1 for i = 0, 1. One possible configuration

would be e.g. a setup where C is a T 2 and the fluxes are chosen such that (La ⊗ L∗b)|C
is the trivial bundle.

The relevant part of K is5

K ⊃ k0|Hu +H†d|
2 , (22)

5 In contrast to the rest of the paper, Hu and Hd are not canonically normalized in the present
subsection.
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at least as long as the size of the U(3)-breaking deformation is sufficiently small. By slight
abuse of notation, we denote the size of this deformation by |ζ|. The ‘smallness’ of this
quantity is defined as the requirement that the 8d wave functions of Hu,d continue to be
governed by the appropriate section H0(D,ND/X) of the normal bundle of the original
U(3) divisor D inside the Calabi-Yau X, such that the calculation of [37] continues to
be valid. As already mentioned above, this will cease to be correct for sufficiently large
values |ζ|, when the relevant wave functions have become 6d wave functions described
by (21) and supported only on the intersection curve.

In the case of torus orientifolds, the Kähler potential for D7-D7-brane matter is
known [44] (based on [48, 49]). In particular, the kinetic term scales as 1/

√
st, where s

and t are the real parts of S and T . Thus, focussing only on the Hu-kinetic term for
brevity, we conjecture the general, qualitative form

K ⊃ k0

1 + |ζ|2
√
t/s
|Hu|2 ∼

1

s+ |ζ|2
√
ts
|Hu|2 . (23)

At |ζ| = 0, this is obviously in agreement with what we inferred from [37] before. At
|ζ|2 ∼

√
s/t, the typical distance between the U(2) stack and the U(1) stack reaches

string length (one can convince oneself of this by returning to the original 10d string
frame action and carefully thinking about the definition of the relevant 4d supergravity
variables). Hence, at this value of |ζ|, one expects a transition to the new scaling regime
advertised earlier.

We give a more careful derivation of this transition in the Appendix. See also [50]
for a discussion of the Kähler potential on matter curves.

Qualitatively (though not up to O(1) factors) the above also applies to the term ∼
|Hd|2. Unfortunately, we are unable to give a similar argument for the terms ∼ HuHd and
H†dH

†
u. All we can say is that the coefficients of these terms will also change dramatically

if |ζ| becomes so large that the Higgs fields localize on a curve. Furthermore, this change
will necessarily involve s and t. Given this limited information, we parametrize the Higgs
Kähler potential as

K ⊃ f1(T, T )|Hd|2 + f2(T, T )|Hu|2 + f3(T, T )HuHd + h.c. , (24)

and we know that, in the shift-symmetric limit, these three functions tend to a single
constant value, k0 (cf. (23)). Everything beyond that appears to depend on the details
of the geometry of the original SU(3) surface and the emerging intersection curve. Note
that f1 and f2, are, at least in principle, accessible by dimensional reduction at the two-
derivative level. This is not obvious for f3 since the latter does not contribute to the
Higgs kinetic term before SUSY breaking. To approach the difficult issue of determining
the functions fi we next turn to a particularly simple setting.
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2.3 Toy model with a torus intersection curve and implications
for more general situations

Let us assume that our intersection curve is a T 2 and that the moduli space of the
Calabi-Yau orientifold with its branes has a locus where the induced metric on this T 2

is flat. Furthermore, let us assume that within this locus there is a region where our T 2

degenerates to an S1. This very specific simple case corresponds to the Higgs doublet
pair being a hypermultiplet of a 5d gauge theory compactified on S1. In this setting,
and restricting attention only to the modulus governing the radius of this S1, concrete
statements can actually be found in the literature [51, 52]:

The 5d hypermultiplet possesses an SU(2)R symmetry which allows for a ‘twisting’
of the S1-compactified theory by an element of this group. This is Scherck-Schwarz
supersymmetry breaking and, moreover, it can be characterized in 4d N = 1 language
as spontaneous SUSY breaking triggered by the F -term of the complexified S1 volume
modulus or radion superfield. By slight abuse of notation, we call this superfield T since
it morally corresponds to the type IIB Kähler moduli discussed before. The 5d action
can be displayed in 4d N = 1 notation6 as [52]

S =

∫
d5x

{∫
d4θ(T + T )(H˜ uH˜ †u +H˜ †dH˜ d) +

∫
d2θH˜ u∂5H˜ d + h.c.

}
. (25)

Crucially, no term ∼ H˜ uH˜ d appears. Equivalently, as also worked out in [52], the scalar
mass matrix induced by the SU(2)R twist is purely diagonal.

Thus, in the extremely simplified setting discussed above, a shift-symmetric structure
does not arise. While an exchange symmetry appears natural (assuming that no gauge
fluxes or other effects distinguish between the two complex scalars of our Higgs hyper-
multiplet), it can not be used to realize tan β = 1. The reason is that off-diagonal terms
in the mass matrix are completely missing. In other words, tuning for a zero eigenvalue
corresponds to tuning for a vanishing mass matrix so that tan β remains undetermined.

This can be easily remedied by supplementing (25) with a supersymmetric mass term
µ, which corresponds to the substitution ∂5 → ∂5 + µ in (25). One then obtains a Higgs
mass matrix [52]

m2
1 = m2

2 = |µ|2 +
|FT |2

(T + T )2
and m2

3 =
2µFT

T + T
, (26)

where the required tuning for a vanishing determinant, µ = F T/2ReT , leads to tan β = 1
as desired. At the microscopic level, one can think of this µ term simply as of a 5d mass
term or, more fundamentally, as of the vev of the A5 or A6 components in the underlying
5 or 6d gauged hypermultiplet theory.7

6 Recall that, except in Subsection 2.2, we reserved the notation Hu, Hd for canonically normalized

Higgs superfields. Thus, obviously, field normalizations have to be adjusted: Hu = H˜ u

√
2πR(T+T ) and

analogously for Hd.
7 Recall that in 6d an N = 2 hypermultiplet can not have a mass term (see [53,54] and the discussion

in Sect. 5 of [55]).
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Alternatively, this mass term could remain zero at the classical level in the 5 or
6d theory, being generated by quantum effects in the 4d effective theory. For example,
holomorphic µ-terms can be induced by suitable D3-brane instantons along holomorphic
divisors [56], such that the size of the suppression of the coupling ∼ eτHuHd depends on
the specific regime in which the volume modulus τ of the instanton divisor is stabilized.
This natural parametrical smallness may be advantageous.

Returning to the classical 5 or 6d analysis, we note that generating the µ term through
A5 or A6 expectation values corresponds to twisting the theory by a U(1). Any diagonal
U(1) symmetry under which the scalars of the chiral components of the hypermultiplet
transform in a vector-like way (i.e. Hu and Hd have opposite charges) is in principle
suitable. For example, such an extra U(1) ⊂ SU(2)′R appears in trivial dimensional
reduction of 10d SYM to 6 or 5d as a subgroup of transverse SO(4) ∼ SU(2)R×SU(2)′R
rotations. However, for SU(2)R×SU(2)′R to be a symmetry of a hypermultiplet, the latter
has to be in a real representation of the gauge group (cf. [57] and Sect. 12.6 of [58]). In
our context this presumably means that we would need to extend the Higgs field content.

Let us now, based on the intuition gained from the oversimplified torus or even 5d
case, return to a more generic setting. In other words, the two Higgs doublets now come
from a hypermultiplet in a 6d model, compactified on some Riemann surface. In this
case, the twisting is by SU(2)R, by the U(1)T structure group of the tangent bundle,
and by the gauge groups (including U(1)s) of the intersecting brane stacks. As long as
the D7-branes are holomorphic divisors of a Calabi-Yau orientifold, the SU(2)R×U(1)T
twisting leaves an N = 1 supersymmetry intact. By analogy to 5d radion mediation,
one expects that SUSY-breaking by the F -terms of the Kähler moduli is equivalent to
non-supersymmetric SU(2)R×U(1)T twisting. However, since the hypermultiplet scalars
are singlets under the U(1)T structure group, this will leave us with an effective SU(2)R
twisting in the scalar sector. This is similar to what we just saw in the 5d model of [52].
We are thus left without an off-diagonal mass term. As before, this can be cured by
inducing a µ (and hence, as in (26), a Bµ term) by either non-perturbative effects or,
classically, through twisting by gauge-theory U(1)s. This twisting might be associated
with D7-brane Wilson lines or with D7-brane-fluxes. In the latter case, parametrical
smallness of the µ term might be difficult to achieve.

At a more fundamental level, the non-supersymmetric twists should be related to
3-form fluxes in the Calabi-Yau or, more precisely, to the warping induced by those
fluxes [59]. Thus, the exact form of the function fi(T, T ) should be indirectly accessible
through dimensional reduction in the presence of warping [60]. In particular, it should
be possible to understand in some detail how the Higgs mass matrix can be tuned by
the flux choice. It would be very interesting but goes beyond the scope of this paper to
actually perform such a calculation.

To sum up, our best choice for finding a shift symmetry in a Higgs sector on D7-branes
appears to be associated with a pure bulk Higgs. In this case, Kähler moduli do not enter
the Higgs-sector Kähler potential and a simple mass matrix determined entirely by m3/2

results. By contrast, looking for an exchange symmetry appears to be more promising in
situations with an intersection-curve Higgs. While the general analysis is involved, the
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case with a T 2 intersection curve and no significant gauge flux effect seems to allow for
the desired structure. The intermediate regime, where the Higgs is in transition from an
8d to a 6d field, is even harder to analyze and we were only able to give very qualitative
results.

3 N = 2 D-term effects

Let us now pursue an alternative idea for realizing tan β = 1, based on D-term effects
within the context of an N = 2 Super-Yang Mills theory. Our discussion is inspired by
the ‘D6-branes-at-angles’ mechanism for SUSY breaking with tan β = 1 of [27, 61]. We
will attempt to formulate the central idea more generally and return to this particular
scenario shortly.

To begin, we recall that in a UV completion of the Standard Model any extended
supersymmetry has to be broken at least at the compactification scale mC because of
chirality.8 However certain non-chiral subsectors, such as the Higgs or the gauge sector,
may continue to enjoy an approximate N = 2 symmetry below mC . By contrast, it is
also possible that breaking to N = 0 occurs directly at the compactification scale. Thus,
we see that a clear separation between the various breaking scales from the higher-
dimensional extended supersymmetry all the way down to the non-supersymmetric SM
can not be taken for granted. For example in toroidal compactifications of type IIA
(see [62] and references therein), gauge theories on D6 branes are locally N = 4, matter
lives at points with N = 1 or (real) curves with N = 2, and the overall supersymmetry
of the brane/o-plane network may be N = 1 [63, 64] or even N = 0 [65–67]. This can
have interesting implications for the Higgs mass matrix and quartic potential.

3.1 Constraints on extended SUSY

Before coming to possible uses of extended SUSY, let us point out a crucial constraint
within our setting: We are interested in situations where (Hu, H

†
d) form a hypermultiplet

charged under an N = 2 U(1) gauge theory. Recall that the N = 2 D-term potential [53]
(also dubbed ‘P -term potential’ [68]) arises from the terms

L ⊃ · · ·+ 1

2
~P 2 + gφA ~P · ~σAB φ†B + · · · (27)

of the complete lagrangian. Here ~P is the SU(2)R-triplet auxiliary field and {φA} ≡
(Hu, H

†
d) are the scalars of the hypermultiplet. The scalar potential hence reads

VD,N=2 =
1

2
~P 2 , (28)

where
P3 = g(|Hu|2 − |Hd|2) (29)

8 A model with an N = 2 breaking scale parametrically below mC is impossible since it would have
to contain massive chiral fermions to pair up with those of the SM.
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and P1, P2 follow from P3 by appropriate SU(2)R rotations of the SU(2)R doublet
(Hu, H

†
d). From a 4D N = 1 perspective, P1 + iP2 is an F -term while P3 is a D-term.

Thus,

VD,N=2 = VF + VD =
1

2
|P1 + iP2|2 +

1

2
P 3

3 . (30)

Explicitly, the potential takes the form

VD,N=2 =
1

2
(−gφAασaABφ

†α
B )(−gφCβ σaCDφ

†β
D )

=
g2

2

(
(HuHd +H†dH

†
u)

2 − (HuHd −H†dH
†
u)

2 + (|Hu|2 − |Hd|2)2
)

=
g2

2

(
(|Hu|2 − |Hd|2)2 + 4|HuHd|2

)
. (31)

Now we recall that our main interest in tan β = 1 was the implication λ = 0, i.e., the
flatness of the scalar potential for the light SM Higgs boson. This, however, is violated
by |P1|2 + |P2|2. The P 2

3 term corresponds to the D-term potential

V =
g2

2
(|Hu|2 − |Hd|2)2 , (32)

which arises in this form since the 4D chiral multiplets Hu and Hd are in mutually
complex conjugate representations of the gauge group.

It is thus necessary to have all D- and F -terms which are not of the type (32)
decouple from the effective theory in an approximately supersymmetric fashion. This
is tantamount to breaking to an MSSM-like gauge sector with N = 1 SUSY. In other
words, it appears to be necessary to have at least some small hierarchy between the scales
where the gauge sector breaks to N = 1 and to N = 0. Note that we talk here about
the quartic potential of the massless eigenstate. The potential (31) alone as a function
of Hu and Hd has charge-violating flat directions of the type 〈H0

u〉 = −〈H−d 〉 = c, which
are however not preserved once the SU(2)L-D-Term is included.

3.2 Decoupling the ‘wrong’ D-term potentials

The mechanism of decoupling (and thus the appearance of flat directions in the low
energy theory) can be understood from a simple 4D toy model describing the extended
SUSY sector in terms of superfields. It includes a chiral singlet coupling to the Higgs
doublets

W = κSHuHd +
1

2
MS2 + . . . (33)

where κ can be related to the gauge coupling in the previous section via κ =
√

2g. The
quartic Higgs coupling in such a simple model has for example been discussed in [11]. In
our case, we are especially interested in the interpretation

√
2S = A4 + iΦ7, appropriate

to an N = 4 D6-brane theory with internal gauge components A4, A5, A6 and adjoint
scalars Φ7, Φ8, Φ9. We can then identify the chiral auxiliary field with two components
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Figure 1: Due to destructive interference between these diagrams, the quartic F -term
potential decouples at tree-level when the scalar s is integrated out. This decoupling is
not exact if the scalar mass receives additional soft breaking contributions.

of ~P , e.g. F S ∼ P1 + iP2. Above the scale M , the singlet and Higgs F -term contributions
to the scalar potential are

F S†F S = κ2|HuHd|2 +M2S†S + κM(HuHdS
† +H†dH

†
uS) (34)

and

F uF u† + F d†F d = κ2S†S(|Hu|2 + |Hd|2) . (35)

This potential contributes to the quartic Higgs coupling and can modify the tree-level
prediction for λ. At the scale M , the entire chiral multiplet S is integrated out in an
N = 1 supersymmetric fashion. The corresponding Feynman graphs are shown in Figure
1. This can for example be the compactification scale. Since we expect the effective theory
below Λ = M to be a consistent supersymmetric theory at the renormalizable level, the
F -term potential must vanish once the multiplet is integrated out. At tree-level, this
happens via the exchange of the massive scalar in S via the interaction in the third term
of (34). Indeed, when expanding the graphs in Figure 1, one finds that the amplitude is
of order O(p2/M2). There is therefore no dimension four quartic Higgs coupling in the
effective theory9 below Λ = M . This decoupling of the FS potential is not exact any
more once s receives a soft mass m2

s, and the potential resulting from the matching at
treelevel to the theory without the scalar multiplet reads

VΛ=M = κ2 m2
s

m2
s +M2

|HuHd|2
M�|ms|∼ κ2 m

2
s

M2
|HuHd|2 . (36)

As one would expect, the quartic coupling still vanishes for M/ms → ∞. However, for
moderate hierarchies between the overall soft scale and M , which could for example be
the compactification scale (but also much lower), noticable corrections to λ(mS) and
thus mh can appear. In models where no clear hierarchy between breaking to N = 1 and
to N = 0 is present, this has to be taken into account. For example, if the SM SU(2)
gauge theory originates form a brane theory with extended SUSY, a direct breaking to
N = 0 will lead to a significant quartic coupling ∼ g2

2 in the Higgs sector without any
flat direction.

9 This is of course a well-known property of SUSY theories, and essential e.g. for SUSY GUT
phenomenology. The same mechanism ensures that the divergent F - andD-term contributions of Kaluza-
Klein modes decouple in the low-energy limit of extra dimensional models [69].
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3.3 Using extended SUSY D-terms for the Higgs mass matrix

Naively, one would conclude from the above that all gauge theories under which our
hyper is charged have to be broken to the ‘surviving’ N = 1 SUSY much above the ‘last’
SUSY breaking scale. In this case, the quartic potential is flat along the direction of the
SM Higgs if tan β = 1 can be realized.

If, at the same time, we want to use a non-zero (field-dependent) FI term of such a
gauge theory to generate a contribution to the Higgs mass matrix,

L ⊃ g2
(
ξ + |Hu|2 − |Hd|2

)2
, (37)

one encounters a problem: One finds opposite contributions to the soft masses of Hu and
Hd, ruining tan β = 1. Thus, ξ = 0 appears to be required and no useful effect of our
extended-SUSY D-terms is left.

However, since we are here not dealing with a SM gauge group, we can try to avoid
such a pessimistic conclusion by considering very small g. (Formally, this would be the
limit g → 0 with g2ξ fixed.) In this case, the induced quartic potential vanishes but
the mass correction from ξ survives. The vanishing of the quartic potential allows us
to consider an N = 2 U(1) theory, which in turn gives us the choice between three FI
terms. They are related by an SU(2)R rotation, which of course also affects our Higgs
scalars. An interesting choice is to set the ‘usual’ FI term (the one associated to P3) to
a non-zero value, but working in a frame in which the hyper has the form

{Φ1,Φ2} ≡ {(Hu −H†d), (H
†
d +Hu)} . (38)

Then, in analogy to (37), we find

L ⊃ g2
(
ξ + |Hu −H†d|

2 − |H†d +Hu|2
)2

⊃ −4g2ξHuHd + h.c. , (39)

which gives us a Bµ term from a D-term. This is our interpretation of the very interesting
suggestion for realizing the exchange symmetry (and hence tan β = 1) in the context of
intersecting D6 branes in [27]. Let us now scrutinize this particular implementation of
the field-theoretic mechanism described above in more detail:

We recall that, in this context, the Higgs hypermultiplet lives at the intersection of
a U(2) stack of D6 branes (D6a) with a single D6 brane (D6b), where for definiteness
we are working in the context of Type IIA orientifolds with D6-branes instead of their
T-dual Type IIB version. While we assume the SU(2) inside U(2) to be the group of SM
weak interactions, we remain agnostic concerning the SM hypercharge U(1)Y . The latter
can be some linear combination of the two U(1)s just introduced (or even just the U(1)
from D6a) and further U(1) groups.

To obtain a hypermultiplet Higgs, D6a and D6b have to intersect (non-generically)
in a real line rather than (generically) in a point. The role of the N = 2 U(1) theory
can then be played by the gauge theory on D6b, with ξ related in the standard way to a
small deviation of the intersection angles from the SUSY condition. The smallness of g
corresponds to a large volume of D6b.
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Figure 2: Sketch of the local intersection structure of the three relevant brane stacks in
the D6-brane-realization of an exchange-symmetric Higgs mass matrix.

We now want to break the supersymmetry of the SM SU(2) brane stack D6a in the
appropriate way. Before doing so, let us first recall the situation in a standard N = 1
compactification with N = 2 Higgs sector. Without loss of generality, we start with a
brane stack D6a filling the 468 plane, and choose a complex structure by defining that

(z1, z2, z3) = (x4 + ix5, x6 + ix7, x8 + ix9) . (40)

In flat space, we can think of zi as transforming like a fundamental 3 of the “Calabi-Yau
like” holonomy group SU(3) ⊂ SO(6). As long as we remain in the standard N = 1
picture, all D6/O6 positions are related to D6a by such SU(3) rotations. For example,
we can obtain D6b from D6a via

T (Mb) = diag(1, eiθ, e−iθ) ∈ SU(2) ⊂ SU(3). (41)

Here, we denote by Mi the SO(6) ⊂ SO(1, 9) rotations in the spinor representation
while T (Mi) is the corresponding representation of U(3) ⊂ SO(6) acting on (40). For
our purposes, it is sufficient to supplement D6a and D6b with a (SM color) SU(3)c stack10

D6c, which has a chiral intersection with D6a, as shown in Fig. 2. It is obtained from
D6a via a rotation

T (Mc) = diag(eiθ1 , eiθ2 , eiθ3) (42)

with θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 0 mod 2π as usual. As a result, the D6a,b system enjoys N = 2, while
the D6a,c system only enjoys N = 1 supersymmetry.11

The position of D6b is characterized by two angles θ2 and θ3 in the z2- and z3-plane. As
long as θ2 +θ3 = 0, this is just a parametrization of the SU(2) rotation introduced above.
We now go beyond SU(2) to U(2) 6⊂ SU(3) by allowing for a small non-zero δ ≡ θ2 + θ3,
characterizing supersymmetry breaking from N = 2 to N = 0. It is well known [61, 66]
that, if we separate D6a and D6b along Im(z1) to avoid a tachyonic instability, then the

10 Actually, the SU(3) stack is introduced just as a simple illustration of the required SUSY breaking
to N = 1 of D6a. What is crucial for all that follows is a reduction of the spectrum on D6a to that of an
N = 1 gauge theory. This is not realized by the SU(3) stack, but by intersection with an O-plane. We
assume that this latter intersection breaks SUSY in the same way as the SU(3) stack and keep talking
about the SU(3) stack as a simple way of specifying a particular N = 1 subalgebra.

11For a general discussion of the relative supersymmetry preserved by branes at angles we refer to [71].
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mass matrix for the fields {Φ1,Φ2} at the real intersection curve takes the form12(
µ2 + αδ 0

0 µ2 − αδ

)
. (43)

We would, by contrast, like to obtain the form(
µ2 αδ
αδ µ2

)
, (44)

which corresponds to a rotation of (43) by

U =
1√
2

(
1 1
−1 1

)
∈ SU(2)R . (45)

This last rotation is automatically realized if we manage to ensure that {Φ1,Φ2} =
{(Hu−H†d), (H

†
d+Hu)}/

√
2, with Hu, Hd being the scalars of the superfields correspond-

ing to the N = 1 SUSY respected by the D6a,c system. Thus, we need to ‘rotate’ the
SUSY breaking induced by D6c on the D6a gauge theory by an SU(2)R twist U . All we
would then have to do is to replace D6c by D6′c, where the position of the latter follows
from D6a via a rotation by U

M ′
c ≡ UMcU

† , (46)

where all objects are now matrices acting on the spinor representation of SO(1, 9). What
is the appropriate choice for U? The condition for the unbroken supersymmetry param-
eter in the D6a,c system is

[ΓDa ,Mc]ε = 0, (47)

where ΓDa =
∏

i e
M
i ΓM is defined in the usual fashion [71], and i runs over the brane-

parallel directions. We want to implement U such that the new condition for the unbroken
parameter ε′ of the D6a,c′ system,

[ΓDa ,M
′
c]ε
′ = 0, (48)

automatically holds for ε′ = Uε. Furthermore, ε′ should precisely correspond to theN = 1
supersymmetry in which the hypermultiplet takes the desired form (38). The position of
the D6a stack in the 468 direction as depicted in Figure 2 corresponds to

ΓDa = Γ4Γ6Γ8 . (49)

The real line in the Da,b system on which the hypermultiplet resides was obtained by
setting θ1 = 0. This determines the two supersymmetries of the Higgs system. To con-
struct U in the spinor representation, we now consider the SO(4) ⊂ SO(6) which rotates

12Other effects of D-term breaking on the spectrum in models with extended relative supersymmetries
have been discussed recently in [70].
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the coordinates 6789 while leaving the real line of the Higgs system untouched. The
generators of this SO(4) ∼= SU(2)× SU(2)R can be represented as

T1 =
i

8

(
[Γ6,Γ9]− [Γ7,Γ8]

)
, T2 =

i

8

(
[Γ6,Γ8]− [Γ9,Γ7]

)
, T3 =

i

8

(
[Γ6,Γ7]− [Γ8,Γ9]

)
TR1 =

i

8

(
[Γ9,Γ6] + [Γ8,Γ7]

)
, TR2 =

i

8

(
[Γ6,Γ8] + [Γ9,Γ7]

)
, TR3 =

i

8

(
[Γ6,Γ7] + [Γ8,Γ9]

)
.

(50)

The subgroup SU(2) is contained in the SU(3) “holonomy” group and leaves the un-
broken supersymmetry invariant. The subgroup SU(2)R however does not respect the
complex structure, and we can use it to rotate the unbroken supersymmetry (note how-
ever that arbitrary SU(2)R transformations on Mc can break supersymmetry in the D6a,c′
system completely). The generator TR3 performs a “factorizable” rotation and therefore
commutes with Mc. It leaves Mc, and consequently the unbroken supersymmetry, invari-
ant. The generator TR2 on the other hand satisfies [TR2 ,ΓDa] = 0 since it leaves the branes
in D6a manifestly invariant. As a consequence, for the choice

U = exp[i
π

2
TR2 ] (51)

the SUSY condition for the D6a,c′ system becomes

0
!

= [ΓDa,M
′
c]ε
′ = [ΓDa, UMcU

†]ε′ = U [ΓDa,Mc]U
†ε′ (52)

which is satisfied for ε′ = Uε. U now rotates the two unbroken supersymmetry parameters
of the Higgs sector into each other (by an angle of π/2). As a result, the N = 1 super-
symmetry of D6a respected by the intersection with D6′c is precisely the one in which the
N = 1 superfields Hu and Hd receive a Bµ term mass correction ∼ δ according to (39).

A different perspective might also be useful: Let us stick with M as the rotation of
D6a to D6c and denote by (1 + δ)N the rotation of D6a to D6b. Here δ is now a small
matrix, such that N ∈ SU(2) and (1 + δ) ∈ U(2). Rather than rotating M by U , we
instead rotate (1 + δ)N by U †, which is clearly equivalent. We thus have

(1 + δ)N → U †(1 + δ)NU = (1 + U † δ U)N . (53)

The last equality follows since N ∈ SU(2) and U ∈ SU(2)R, with SU(2) and SU(2)R
the two commuting factors of SO(4) or, equivalently, the upper-left and lower-right
2× 2 blocks of SU(4). We now see very clearly that one can modify the SUSY-breaking
rotation (1 + δ) such that it induces an F -term instead of a D-term. This is not what is
usually done in SUSY-breaking by angles, since one usually just modifies angles in the
factorized geometry of three complex planes. But this is clearly not the generic possibility
of rotating branes, and the appearance of an F -term corresponds to a general rotation
after which the D6-brane ceases to be a lagrangian brane. In a Type IIB dual such an
F -term translates into F -term breaking by non-holomorphicity of the branes and/or by
suitable gauge fluxes. Note that the latter option requires gauge fluxes which are not the
pullback of ambient space forms and is thus not available in simple toroidal geometries.
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In summary, we have seen that deriving a Bµ term from the D-terms of extended
supersymmetry is field theoretically possible, but a detailed understanding of the hier-
archies of SUSY breaking is mandatory. In particular, in order to realize an exchange-
symmetric Higgs mass matrix, one has to make sure that the soft diagonal contributions
are strongly suppressed. For example, any model that exploits tan β = 1 to predict ap-
proximately vanishing quartic coupling but generates Bµ via F -term contributions must
ensure that the same F -term decouples sufficiently from the Higgs potential below mS.
This might be possible in the limit where the effective gauge coupling of the gauge theory
from which this F -term originates is small. Finding an explicit stringy realization with
D6 branes on tori appears doable according to the discussion given above. We stress,
however, that the torus geometry, which is crucial for the viability of the SU(2)R sym-
metry underlying the argument, is at odds with a strong hierarchy between the gauge
coupling associated with the theory from the which the F -term results and the Standard
Model: Due to the simple cycle structure on T 6 the only way to ensure strongly differ-
ing gauge couplings and thus brane volumes is to include branes with high wrapping
numbers, which, on the other hand, is constrained by tadpole cancellation conditions.
More interesting would be an understanding of this mechanism in the context of a proper
Calabi-Yau geometry.

4 Corrections to the Quartic Coupling

4.1 Radiative Corrections to the Quartic Coupling

The dominant radiative corrections to the quartic coupling in the UV come from two
sources: shift/exchange symmetry violating corrections to the Higgs mass matrix will
lead to a deviation from tan β = 1 and thus indirectly to corrections of the effective
quartic coupling in the SM. Furthermore, the quartic coupling itself receives threshold
and decoupling contributions when the heavy Higgs states, sfermions (in particular the
top partners) and higgsinos and gauginos are integrated out near mS. In unbroken SUSY,
the relation (1) between the D-term quartic coupling and the gauge couplings generally
only holds to higher orders in manifestly supersymmetric renormalization schemes like
DR. We find that the corresponding conversion of the quartic coupling to MS yields a
numerically negligible contribution for our purposes. Our discussion of radiative correc-
tions to the Higgs mass in high-scale supersymmetry is somewhat analogous to the one
performed in [18]. However, while these authors have concentrated on the case cos2 2β ∼ 1
which is now disfavored by data, we treat the complementary case tan β ∼ 1.

Corrections to the Higgs Mass Matrix: In a previous paper [19], we have studied
the first effect in order to quantify the impact of shift symmetry violating interactions on
the observed Higgs mass. The starting point is the usual mass matrix with universal en-
tries (5) from which one obtains tan β = 1 and thus λ(mS) = 0 from the tree level D-term
potential (see Section 1.1). Radiative corrections, in particular from the superpotential
Yukawa couplings to the top quark, necessarily modify this texture at 1-loop, leading to
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a deviation from cos2 2β = 0. For shift symmetric scenarios in which the symmetry can
be assumed to be exact in the uncompactified higher dimensional theory, there are two
related corrections to the mass matrix. Since the transition from the MSSM to the SM
is not at the compactification scale mC , but rather at a lower scale mS, we can collect
the effects from the shift symmetry violating interactions by the RGE running from mC

down to mS
13. The corrections are of the form [19]

δm2
Hi

m2
Hi

∼ 6y2
t

16π2
log

(
mS

mC

)
(54)

and consequently, the shift violating (SV) correction to the quartic coupling is given by

δλSV (mS) ∼ C
g2

2 + g2
1

8

∣∣∣ 6y2
t

16π2
log

(
mS

mC

) ∣∣∣2 . (55)

where the constant C depends on how the electroweak scale is tuned light and was
assumed to be C = 2 for definiteness. When integrating out t̃i, we get decoupling contri-
butions to the squared Higgs masses from quadratically divergent self energy graphs. At
1-loop, they include an ambiguity concerning the choice of matching scale and amount
to an additive constant of O(1) to the log. For mC � mS, the constant is therefore
negligible compared to the log and can be absorbed in a slight shift of mS.

Integrating out heavy MSSM states: The second type of radiative corrections
originating from the stops (T) is the one to the quartic coupling itself [72],

δλT (mS) =
3y4

t

16π2

[X2
t

m2
t̃

(
1− X2

t

12m2
t̃

)
+ 2 log(

mt̃

mS

)
]

(56)

where Xt = At − µ cot β ≈ At − µ is the effective trilinear coupling. We have assumed
negligible splitting among the top partners. The correction δλT is nominally suppressed
by one loop factor less than λSV in Eq. (55). The first term14,15 in the brackets in Eq.
(56) is the 1-loop effective A-term contribution from the finite graphs with four external
SM Higgs fields. The second term encodes the threshold which arises if the stops are
not integrated out at mt̃. While the SM running of the quartic coupling at high scales
becomes increasingly flat due to a cancellation between Yukawa and gauge contributions,
and the overall sensitivity on mS is thus suppressed, this is not necessarily true for the
individual thresholds. Thus, in addition to the effects discussed in [28], we found that for
moderate splittings mt̃/mS and intermediate values of Xt, the effective A-term correction
and thresholds in (56) are of similar size and can cancel.

13The same strategy can be applied to estimate the corrections to the exchange symmetric scenarios.
In [27], the authors estimate the corrections to the Higgs mass with a different approach, but essentially
arrive at the same conclusions

14We thank Manuel Drees for reminding us of the potential importance and different quality of this
contribution.

15Note that a negative correction to λ can be obtained from the 1-loop stop decoupling corrections for
Xt >

√
12mt̃. A nonperturbative regime can arise from extreme values of Xt, and one has to be careful

not to introduce charge- or color breaking minima [73].
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Figure 3: The impact of squark decoupling corrections to the quartic Higgs coupling
(left) and shift/exchange symmetry violation (right) on the physical Higgs mass. The
narrow dark(broad light) bands are for X2

t = m2
S (6m2

S) for the decoupling contributions
from top partners, and mC = 102mS(

√
mSmPl) for the shift symmetry violation. The

top quark masses are mt = 175.5, 173.5, 171.5 from upper (red) to lower (green) band.
The scale mS should be understood as the effective SUSY scale as defined in (64).

Assuming that Xt and mt̃ are roughly of the same order (splitting between t̃L,R is
neglected here), the first contribution is maximized for X2

t = 6m2
t̃
. For X2

t = 0 . . . 6m2
t̃

it
is in the range

δλT (mS) = 0 . . . 3× 3y4
t

16π2
. (57)

The calculation given in [19], where the focus was on effects from shift symmetry violation
and the viability of the shift symmetric scenario, does not include these corrections.
However, they should be taken into account together with the SUSY thresholds and the
shift violating contributions to get a meaningful estimate of the value and uncertainty
in mS. The impact of these radiative corrections to λ on the physical Higgs mass is
illustrated in Figure 3 for δλSV and δλT . The shaded Higgs mass range corresponds to
the union of the ATLAS and CMS (1σ) errors quoted with the observation [1, 2], with
statistics and systematics added in quadrature. The three colored bands correspond
to the current central value given by PDG for the top quark mass (173.5 ± .6 ± .8
GeV, [74]) and ±2σ, again with errors added in quadrature. It is noteworthy that both
the shift symmetry violating corrections and the threshold corrections to mh owe their
relative smallness to the RGE evolution of yt towards smaller values in the UV with
y4
t (109, 1016, 1019 GeV) ≈ 1/9, 1/27, 1/40.

Let us now consider the remaining threshold corrections in the limit tan β = 1.
They can be found e.g. in [11,75]. The higgsino and gaugino threshold contributions are
somewhat more complicated than the stop thresholds. We take the expressions given
in [11] and apply some simplifications. First of all, we assume

r1 ≡
M1

µ
= r2 ≡

M2

µ
=
Mλ

µ
≡ r, tan β = 1, λLO = 0 , (58)
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where the higgsino mass µ should not be confused with the renormalization scale, and
M1,M2 are the electroweak gaugino masses. The corrections to λ(mS) given in [11] then
reduce to

δλGH(mS) =
b̃λ

16π2

[
log

µ

mS

+
(r − 1)(r + 1)2 + 2(r − 3)r2 log r

2(r − 1)3

]
(59)

where

b̃λ =
1

2
(−g4

1 − 2g2
1g

2
2 − 3g4

2) . (60)

In leading log approximation this becomes

δλGH ≈
b̃λ

16π2
log

mχ

mS

(61)

where mχ ≡ max(µ,Mλ). Note that we define g1 in SM normalization rather than GUT
normalization, and that our quartic coupling is normalized as 2λ(this paper) = λ([11]).

Finally, there is a threshold from the heavy Higgs states, which will complete the
MSSM-like 4D spectrum. We use the result in [75], again in the limit tan β = 1, and find

δλA = − 1

16π2

1

4
b̃λ log

mA

mS

(62)

where mA is the mass of the heavy Higgs doublet, in our case m2
A ∼ 2Bµ. The constant

decoupling contributions from mixed heavy-light Higgs diagrams are found to vanish in
the limit tan β = 1. As a quick consistency check16, note that the logs in δλT +δλGH+δλA
reproduce the leading log of the SM running of the quartic coupling. Specifically, in the
λLO = 0, tan β = 1 limit, we obtain

16π2 ∂

∂ logmS

δλT+GH+A =

[
−3

4
b̃λ − 6y4

t

]
= bSM,1−loop

λ

∣∣∣
λ=0

. (63)

which means that the quartic coupling obtained from the SUSY theory as a function of
mS “runs” like the SM quartic coupling to leading log precision. This lets the unphysical
matching scale mS drop out of our Higgs mass prediction (for small variations of mS).

Ignoring the constant thresholds for now, one can find the value of the unphysical
scale mS for which the threshold logs cancel among each other. This “effective SUSY
scale” to leading log precision, mS = meff

S , is given by

meff
S =

[
m
−b̃λ/3
A m

8y4t
t̃
m4b̃λ/3
χ

]1/(b̃λ+8y4t )

. (64)

Thus, in leading log approximation, this scale choice allows us to set the quartic coupling
to the tree level relation17 λ(meff

S ) = (g2
1(meff

S ) + g2
2(meff

S )) cos2 2β/8. The denominator

16We find a discrepancy between the heavy Higgs thresholds given in [75] which we use here, and [11].
17Since we have used the approximation cos2 2β = 0, λLO = 0 in the threshold formulae, this is only

consistent if cos2 2β is of loop-suppressed size. This is generally the case in the shift/exchange symmetric
models which we discuss in this paper.
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of the exponent in Eq. (64) corresponds to the SM β function of λ. For vanishing SM
running, mS is therefore undetermined in this approximation. Note that in our derivation
of the scale meff

S , we have assumed that the constant thresholds can be neglected.

What is the relative importance of the threshold contributions compared to the
effective A-term contribution? It turns out that the former can be negative and of similar
magnitude as the latter even for the extreme case X2

t = 6m2
t̃
. For example, for mS =

109 GeV, we have y4
t ∼ 0.11 and b̃λ ∼ −0.24. We choose the matching scale at the

mass scale of the heavy Higgs doublet, m2
S = m2

A ∼ 2Bµ, thus resumming the log
in δλA. For definiteness, consider a scenario where the Higgs mass matrix has no soft
mass contributions. This situation occurs in some models discussed in this paper. Then,
µ2 ∼ Bµ, and thus µ ∼ mS/

√
2. For vanishing splittings r = 1 and mt̃ ∼ µ, we get

δλGH ∼ b̃λ/(4π)2 ∼ −0.0015 and δλT,log ∼ −0.0015. Although we have b̃λ log(µ/mS) > 0,
the total GH contribution is negative because the constant part dominates over the log
for r → 1. Compare this to the “worst case” effective A-term contribution δλT,Xt ∼ 0.006.
To conclude, we find that even for relatively large X2

t < 6m2
t̃
, the radiative corrections to

the effective quartic coupling λ(mS) can be negative, and can cancel the shift violating
contributions in some scenarios. At higher soft breaking scales, the relative importance
of the y4

t corrections will dwindle, and the gaugino-higgsino thresholds will dominate the
corrections to λ(mS).

4.2 Models with λ < 0

As we have discussed, the SM running of the quartic coupling leads us into a regime
where λ < 0 far below the Planck scale if the Higgs/top quark masses turn out to be
respectively at the lower/upper end of their current experimentally allowed ranges. It is
hence interesting to analyze whether a supersymmetric/stringy UV completion can be
realized in this classically unstable regime.

The naive answer is ‘no’ since the MSSM D-term potential always implies a non-
negative tree-level quartic coupling at the soft scale (cf. the familiar tree-level relation
(1)). In fact, we have so far mainly exploited the limiting case tan β = 1 and λ(mS) =
0, thereby pushing the SUSY breaking scale as far up as possible. Of course, λ can
receive loop corrections of either sign. Going beyond this, we will now appeal to classical
corrections and argue that a sizable negative quartic coupling is a possibility that should
be taken seriously.

It is well-known that the upper bounds on the mass of the light Higgs in the MSSM
are loosened in extensions like the NMSSM, where the F -term potential of the singlet
provides a contribution to the quartic coupling. Such effects can, of course, also be
relevant in high-scale SUSY breaking. We will base our discussion, once again, on the toy
model (33), also considered in [11]. In other words, we introduce a singlet chiral superfield
S, allowing for a renormalizable coupling to the doublets and a supersymmetric mass
term.

While the addition of a singlet scalar to the Higgs sector may seem ad hoc in field the-
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ory, it is quite natural in string models with soft breaking scales near the compactification
scale. For example, if the chiral Higgs doublets Hu, Hd originate from a hypermultiplet
on intersecting branes as proposed e.g. in [66], the bulk gauge theory degrees of freedom
couple precisely in this manner18 [76, 77]. The degree of decoupling of the bulk F -terms
from the 4D effective theory is then a crucial issue (see also section 3.1). We have seen
that a non-vanishing quartic coupling will generally appear in the effective theory after
integrating out the singlet scalar if the latter has a nonvanishing soft mass mS.

We now consider situations where tan β = 1 and, at the same time, −M2 < m2
s < 0.

As we will see, the main conclusion can be summarized in the equations

W = κSHuHd +
M

2
S2 + . . .

tanβ=1 ; m2
s<0

=⇒ VΛ<M =
κ2m2

s

M2 +m2
s

|H0|4 < 0 , (65)

where H0 is the Standard Model Higgs doublet (which is massless at the high scale). The
crucial point is that, in spite of the obvious tree-level instability, the running of λ will
save the theory in the expansion around H0 = 0 (until, of course, at very low energies,
the negative mass squared of H0 becomes relevant).

Let us now make this point in somewhat more detail, following the effective field
theory from high to low energy scales. We will assume for simplicity that the Higgs mass
entries m2

1 = m2
2 = m2

3 are somewhat (but not hierarchically) smaller than M2 and −m2
s,

which are of the same order of magnitude. The full classical scalar potential reads

VΛ>M = |κHuHd +MS|2 + |κSHu|2 + |κSHd|2 +
{
κµS(|Hu|2 + |Hd|2) + h.c.

}
+m2

1|Hu +H†d|
2 +

g2
2 + g2

1

8
(|Hu|2 − |Hd|2)2 +

g2

2
|HuεH

†
d|

2 +m2
s|S|2 (66)

At energy scales high enough to neglect all masses, we have just the positive-definite quar-
tic D and F term potentials and no flat directions are left. At smaller energies (smaller
field vevs) one discovers an approximately flat direction. It corresponds to simultane-
ously switching on Hu,d and S. In fact, including even higher powers in the analysis, one
sees that that the potential falls slightly below zero when moving from zero into this flat
direction. After integrating out the superfield S, this behavior translates to a negative
treelevel quartic coupling for the light Higgs doublet H0 in the effective theory below M
(cf. (65)).

The potential at H0 = 0 is unstable but we know (given the stability of our original
softly broken SUSY model) that a stable minimum with all vevs non-zero exists. However,
we propose to follow the RG flow of the theory near H0 = 0. Our crucial point is that
this is consistent and, once we reach the regime where λ > 0, we just continue to
run conventionally further down until standard electroweak symmetry breaking sets in.
Of course, the previously discovered negative-energy minimum is still present and ‘our’
minimum is only metastable. The situation is depicted in Fig 4.

Before worrying about the consistency of our analysis, let us first see what we would
gain. Clearly, we can significantly loosen the upper bound for the heavy MSSM masses

18Such couplings to SM singlets can also occur if Hu and Hd originate from separate matter curves,
in which case S is charged and can become massive via instanton effects.
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Figure 4: A sketch of the effective potential with negative quartic coupling before running
(solid) and after running to low energies (dashed). An uplift term to ensure vanishing
cosmological constant in the electroweak (EW) vacuum has been added.

in our model, at least if the top quark turns out to be relatively heavy. For example,
for mt = 173.5 GeV, the 2-loop running gives us a minimum value of the SM quartic
coupling in MS of λ(1017.5 GeV) ≈ −0.016. Neglecting the running of the potential
between M and mS, a negative correction of this size can be obtained for κ ≈ 1 and
M ≈ 8|ms|. Obviously, we can even shift the SUSY breaking scale all the way up to the
Planck scale if we wish.

But is this picture consistent? While the potential is unstable around H0 = 0 due
to the negative effective quartic coupling, this instability is not tachyonic. There is no
(quadratic) mass instability or even tadpole. Thus, we encounter no technical problem in
doing perturbation theory (with a massless Higgs) around this extremum. The quartic
instability introduces no mass scale into our model and hence, given a sufficiently smooth
vacuum state, we can ‘live’ for a long time at H0 = 0. The dynamics is governed by an
effective field theory (with UV and IR cutoff), which can in principle be tested rather
precisely (cf. Appendix B for more details).

This is, of course, in no way surprising from the perspective of cosmological inflation,
where one is used to analysing potentials in perturbation theory around points with
V ′′ < 0 (see, e.g., [78] for some early and more recent examples). If one also has V ′ = 0,
the lifetime of some Hubble-sized patch on the ‘top of the hill’ is limited by the quantum
fluctuations of the inflaton, which are controlled by the Hubble scale H. Obviously,
there are also the familiar dS space IR divergences [79] and, in general, late-time non-
perturbative effects [80]. However, all of this does not affect our application since, given
the usual tuning of the cosmological constant, there is no high Hubble scale. Instead, as
explained in the Appendix B, we can alway use a low IR cutoff and this cutoff sets the
scale for both quantum diffusion and classical instability.

All we really need for our purposes is to calculate how λ, defined originally at a
scale µ ∼ M , changes with µ. The definition of this λ is, very intuitively, via a 4-point
correlation function at distances ∼ 1/µ (hence without IR sensitivity) and with a UV
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cutoff ΛUV not too far above µ. The answer to the question of the µ-dependence of λ is,
of course, the conventional SM β-function. Thus, if we continue to calculate λ at lower
and lower energy scales, its sign will eventually change and we return to the firm ground
of perturbation theory around a stable extremum (again, obviously, before µ becomes
comparable to the Higgs mass parameter).

While we believe that the arguments given above (and in App. B) are sufficiently
convincing at the leading-log level, a more careful field theoretic discussion is certainly
worthwhile. In particular, it is interesting to investigate how far one can push higher-
orders perturbation theory in this classically unstable regime. Another interesting ques-
tion is how our universe has ended up in the radiatively generated, metastable state we
just argued for. This may find a resolution along the lines suggested in [81] or in [82] (in
a somewhat different but related contexts).

We reiterate that, as we have just seen, a stringy UV completion might occur far
above the scale where λ turns negative. In the region with negative λ, we have no
proper equilibrium field theory (in particular the Hamiltonian is unbounded below),
but sufficient control in an effective theory with IR cutoff to answer ‘short-time-scale’
questions. Most importantly, we control the running in this regime.

5 Conclusions

The discovery of a Higgs-like boson with a mass of ∼ 126 GeV has provided a mea-
surement of the last undetermined parameter of the Standard Model: the quartic Higgs
coupling λ. While it remains to be seen whether the minimal Higgs mechanism truly
is the correct theory of electroweak symmetry breaking at and beyond the electroweak
scale, all known properties of the new Higgs-like particle such as decay branching frac-
tions and production rates are in agreement with SM predictions (see e.g. [3]). Absent
new physics, the Higgs quartic coupling in the SM generically runs to λ = 0 and even
negative values at some high renormalization scale µλ & 108 GeV for most of the ex-
perimentally allowed range of top quark and Higgs mass values (see e.g. [8, 10–15]). For
the purpose of this paper, we have taken this (and the current lack of evidence for new
physics at colliders) as a hint that the scale µλ of vanishing quartic coupling might tell
us something about the nature of the UV completion of the SM. This general idea is
of course not new. There have for example been proposals of unified theories [23] and
asymptotic safety scenarios [9] which have made predictions of the Higgs mass based on
the UV boundary condition λ(Q) = 0 and λ(Q) = βλ(Q) = 0 before the fact.

We assume in this paper that superstring/M-theory is the correct description of
quantum gravity and fundamental interactions, and have identified models with high-
scale supersymmetry (for a review of alternatives see e.g. [83], for a recent discussion
of the phenomenology of the low intermediate regime see [84]) which naturally exhibit
approximately flat directions in the Higgs potential, thus providing the UV boundary
condition λ(Q) = 0 for the RG running (as well as m2

h(Q) = 0 at tree level in the case of
shift symmetric models). Most of our arguments hinge on the MSSM treelevel relation
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λ(tan β = 1) = 0 which results from the flat directions of the D-term potential. In the
decoupling limit in which we are working, the value tan β = 1 is tied to a particular
structure of the Higgs mass matrix where all entries are equal with Bµ = m2

1 = m2
2. Such

mass matrices occur automatically if the Higgs sector features a shift symmetry [19] or an
exchange symmetry [27]. In the latter case, only m2

1 = m2
2 is imposed by the symmetry,

and Bµ ≈ m2
i is a by-product of the tuning of the electroweak scale.

In our previous paper [19], we have identified shift symmetric Higgs sectors as a
plausible explanation for tan β = 1 at a high scale. While such shift symmetries have
been known to appear in heterotic orbifold models for Wilson line type bulk fields, it is
unclear to what degree they are preserved when going from orbifolds to smooth Calabi-
Yaus. In this paper, we have focused on type II/F-Theory compactifications with D6 and
D7 branes. In analogy to the heterotic case, the obvious place where one would expect
shift symmetries of the required type are again Wilson lines on D6 or D7 branes. It is
important to note that the shift symmetry needs to be realized in the correct Kähler
variables of the 4D effective supergravity theory in order to yield the desired soft masses.
Not all components of the Higgs field can exhibit a shift symmetry simultaneously (this
would forbid all terms in the Kähler potential). This, along with the appearance of
a shift-violating Chern-Simons term, prevents the desired shift symmetry from being
generically obeyed by D7 Wilson lines. In the case on D6 branes, the complex variables
of the supersymmetric theory each combine one real Wilson line degree of freedom with
one brane scalar describing normal movement. We have argued that such bulk Higgs
constructions and their type IIB duals (with a Higgs from D7 brane scalars) indeed
exhibit shift symmetries of the required type.

A further possibility to implement shift/exchange symmetric models might be given
by Higgs sectors localized on matter curves of intersecting D7 branes. In [27], such sce-
narios were proposed as candidates for shift symmetric models. The crucial question -
what is the moduli dependence of the Kähler metric pertaining to the HuHd + c.c. terms
- can not be answered in a straightforward fashion by matching to the dimensionally
reduced action. In analogy to radion mediated SUSY breaking in 5D/6D models, we
conjecture that the relevant part of the Kähler metric might be recovered by consid-
ering dimensionally reduced actions in the presence of warping. This may open up the
possibility to explicitely fine-tune the Higgs mass through fluxes.

We have then analyzed scenarios with an exchange symmetry realized with D6 branes
at angles [27]. A crucial feature of these models is that the diagonal entries in the Higgs
mass matrix are generated solely via a supersymmetric mass term corresponding to a
small separation of the brane stacks supporting the Higgs hypermultiplets. Due to the
absence of soft Higgs masses at leading order, the scenario is automatically exchange
symmetric. The challenge is then to generate a Bµ term of equal size without switching
on comparable diagonal soft masses. In models [61, 66] where D6 brane configurations
break SUSY completely (a situation which is dual to SUSY breaking open string fluxes
in IIB) such terms can be generated. However, the interpretation of a soft breaking
parameter as an “F -term like” Bµ term rather than diagonal “D-term like” soft masses
rests entirely on identifying one particular 4DN = 1 supersymmetry as the surviving one.
This scheme only yields λ = 0 in the low energy theory if the Higgs quartic potential is
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precisely an MSSM-like D-term with respect to this surviving generator. We have shown
how this can in principle be achieved in the simplified setting of D6 branes at angles in
flat space. The key is that certain types of brane angles (non-factorizable) can actually
correspond to F -terms.

Shift/exchange symmetry in the Higgs sector is necessarily broken at 1-loop level
due to the Yukawa couplings to matter, in particular to the top quark. We have already
given the resulting corrections to tan β = 1 in [19] and found that they are small enough
to maintain predictivity of an approximate shift/exchange symmetry. In this paper, we
have also considered the loop corrections to the quartic coupling itself. The decoupling
and threshold contributions which arise when the heavy MSSM states are integrated out
generically are of similar size as the shift violating corrections. Both types of corrections
merely yield shifts of the physical Higgs mass of |∆mh| <∼ 2 GeV, often less. This is in
contrast to TeV scale SUSY and is mainly due to the relative smallness of the top
Yukawa coupling at high renormalization scales [18]. Furthermore, in scenarios with a
small splitting between the soft parameters, some of the contributions tend to cancel. In
summary, we find that in all but the extreme cases, the overall loop corrections to the
quartic coupling are small, and the preferred region for the soft breaking scale remains
close to the naive estimate.

Finally, we have considered whether the incomplete decoupling of F -term potentials
(which we have tried to avoid until now) might in some situations provide us with a
UV completion with λ < 0. We have shown, based on a simple NMSSM-like model,
how such an unusual situation can arise. We found that the soft scale at which our
UV completion comes in can be raised all the way up near the Planck scale even if the
top quark mass turns out to be towards the heavy end of the currently favored range.
While one naively expects that some new physics must come into play at µλ to avoid
the instability of the scalar potential, this is not strictly speaking necessary: There may
simply be an energy gap between µλ and mUV (e.g. the string scale) where no stable 4d
effective theory exists. Also, arguing for new physics at µλ from a cosmological point of
view is not fully convincing: In the early history of the universe, even if it was very hot,
the finite-temperature effective potential will presumably be stable independently of the
running of λ. In the late history, all that matters is a sufficiently long lifetime of our
(possibly metastable) minimum [14]. In order to match the SM running of the quartic
coupling to such an unstable UV completion, we have addressed a different but related
question, namely whether perturbation theory in the λ < 0 regime is stable enough such
that λ is still a meaningful UV boundary conditions of the SM RGEs. We have given
some simple arguments which suggest that the lifetime of “vacuum” states is sufficiently
long to allow such a matching at least at the level of precision required for our purposes.

In this paper, we have not discussed dark matter nor flavor physics in any detail.
As we have already noted in [19], and as was worked out in [27], the typical scales
which appear in these high-scale SUSY scenarios are in an interesting range for Axion
CDM as well as near typical Seesaw scales. Indeed, while it does not seem impossible to
extend our models to variations of split SUSY [7] with an electroweak WIMP candidate
at the TeV scale (however, see [85] for some Caveats), axions are ubiquitous in string
compactifications and certainly provide the most compelling dark matter candiates in
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this class of models. Further research in this direction would certainly be interesting.
Other recent proposals relating axions to high-scale physics can for example be found
in [24, 86]. An interesting alternative to the MSSM or NMSSM like Higgs sectors in
high-scale SUSY are single-Higgs SUSY models (see [26,87]). For models employing shift
symmetries of the type discussed in this paper in the context of LARGE volume scenarios,
see [88].
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Appendix

A The transition from bulk matter to intersection

matter
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Figure 5: An illustration of the scales involved in the localization of string states in the
bifundamental representation.

In section 2 we discuss the possibilities for shift symmetry in IIB models in which
the Higgs sector is realized as D7 brane matter. We now want to see how matter on
intersection curves arises as a deformation of this scenario in order to study the moduli
dependence of the matter Kähler potential.

There is in principle a continuous transition from localized matter to matter on a
brane stack if the compactification allows a brane deformation modulus ζ corresponding
to a nontrivial profile which locally looks like φ ∼ |ζ|z1 of one of the adjoint brane
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scalars φ parameterizing the relative transverse brane movement (here, z1 is one of the
internal brane-parallel directions z1, z2, and the normalization of ζ is such that ζ ∼ O(1)
corresponds to generic angles). However, the known moduli dependences of K on the
dilaton S and Kähler moduli Ti differ between the two cases [37, 44]. It is thus our aim
to understand at which point this transition between a “bulk-like” and a “matter-curve-
like” situation occurs.

For simplicity we assume two spacetime filling D7 branes with parallel directions z1

and z2 in the extra dimensions. Our starting point is a situation where they are on top
of each other with the known bulk-matter Kähler metric [37, 44,45,47,50]

KBulk ∼ s−1 (67)

and no dependence on t, where s and t are the real parts of the dilaton and relevant
Kähler modulus respectively. We now switch on an adjoint vev

〈φ〉 ∼ γz1 (68)

where the constant γ parameterizes the angle. The brane-matter coupled to this vev
profile now also obtains a nontrivial profile

ψ(z1, z2) ∼ e−γ|z1|
2

f(z2) . (69)

Integrating over z1 and z2 in the kinetic term, we obtain∫
d2z1

∫
d2z2|ψ|2 =

∫
d2z2|f |2

∫
d2z1e

−γ|z1|2 ∼ 1

γ
(70)

Consequently, the kinetic part of the matter Kähler potential derived from the intersec-
tion curve scales like

Kint ∼ s−1γ−1 . (71)

We thus have to determine the dependence of γ on the moduli. Let us first note that the
typical extension of the “classical” particle wave functions in terms of complex geometry
coordinates is

|zcrit| ∼ γ−1/2 . (72)

We now match this field theory quantity to the string picture illustrated in Figure 5. It
is clear that the extension of the particle wave functions is given by the region of size bs
where the brane separation is small compared to the string length. In the string frame,
the relation between zcrit and bs is, up to proportionality factors, given by

bs ∼ |zcrit|Rs (73)

Here, Rs is the typical radius of the compactification in the string frame which scales
like the Kähler modulus. In the string frame, the string length is constant, and we can
thus read off (see Fig. 5) that

|ζ|bs ∼
√
α′ (74)
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and consequently

γ−1/2Rs ∼ bs ∼
√
α′

|ζ|
∼ 1

|ζ|
. (75)

The relation between string frame and Einstein frame metric is given by

gsij = gEijg
1/2
s (76)

and thus likewise for the Kähler modulus

R2
s ∼ R2

Eg
1/2
s ∼ t1/2 g1/2

s = t1/2s−1/2 . (77)

Putting everything together, we find that

Kint ∼
1

s

1

γ
=

1

s

1

R2
s|ζ|2

=
1√
st

1

|ζ|2
(78)

This moduli dependence is consistent with what was found in [44]. We also obtain the
dependence on the brane deformation modulus ζ.

When does the transition between bulk and intersection curve Kähler potential oc-
cur? We have assumed that the extent of the classical wave function is limited by the
brane separation. In this situation, the wave function does not “feel” the overall volume
of the cycle on which the brane is wrapped. This changes as soon as the extent of the
classical wave function becomes comparable to the compactification radius, at γ = 1 or
|ζ|2 ∼

√
s/t. This transition is captured in (23).

B Reliability of effective field theory in the classi-

cally unstable regime of negative λ

In section 4.2 we discuss UV completions with negative quartic coupling and argue that
it is possible to match them perturbatively to the SM at the soft breaking scale. Let
us try to be a bit more precise: We consider a model with a massless scalar H0 with
negative quartic potential. This is not the full theory, but a good approximation as long
as |H0| �M . Furthermore, we pretend for the sake of the following qualitative analysis
that H0 is a single real scalar rather than a complex doublet.

To get rid of IR problems, we compactify the theory on a T 3 with volume R3. The
instability is associated only with the zero mode φ of H0. Neglecting for the moment
the quartic coupling, the dynamics of this mode corresponds simply to that of a free
quantum mechanical particle with position x = φR2 and mass m = 1/R,

S =

∫
dtR3 1

2
φ̇2 =

∫
dt

1

2R
ẋ2 . (79)

Let us take our initial state to be a Gaussian Schrödinger wave function with width
δx0 and momentum uncertainty ∼ 1/δx0. According to the Schrödinger equation, it will
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spread with time in the familiar way: δx ∼
√
δx2

0 + (t− t0)2/4m2δx2
0. Returning to the

field theory model, this translates into an unavoidable quantum uncertainty of the field
position δφ and field velocity δφ̇ ∼ 1/(R3δφ0). The former then grows as

δφ ∼
√
δφ2

0 + (t− t0)2/4R6δφ2
0 , (80)

while the latter remains fixed.

We want to match this to the classical analysis of vacuum decay in the inverted
quartic potential:

ρ =
φ̇2

2
− |λ|φ4 ⇒ t =

∫
dφ√

2(ρ+ |λ|φ4)
. (81)

Here ρ = E/R3 is the (conserved) energy density associated with the zero mode. One
immediately observes two regimes: An early regime where

φ = φ1 + (t− t0)
√

2ρ , (82)

and a late regime,

φ =
1√

2|λ|(−t)
with t < 0 , (83)

diverging in finite time as expected. The matching is at the time or, equivalently, φ-value
satisfying |λ|φ4 ∼ ρ, with ρ a conserved quantity encoding the initial conditions.

We could now optimize our choice of quantum state (i.e. of δφ0) to live for as long
as possible ‘on the top of the hill’. Instead, we start with a simple-minded guess: Let
δφ0 ∼ 1/R, such that R remains the only dimensionful quantity in the problem, and
attempt to match this immediately to the classical description. According to our Gaussian
wave function19 the typical classical field configuration has φ1 ∼ δφ0 ∼ ±1/R, velocity
φ̇ ∼ 1/R2 and energy density ρ ∼ 1/R4 (cf. (81), assuming also |λ| � 1). The field
evolves classically (cf. (82) with t0 = 0) as

φ ∼ ± 1

R
+

t

R2
, (84)

reaching the dangerous late regime of fast decay at φ ∼ 1/(|λ|1/4R). The corresponding
critical time is tc ∼ R/|λ|1/4. Our early matching from quantum to classical is a poste-
riori justified by the observation that the same conclusion would have been reached in
quantum evolution according to (80).

Thus, we can safely think in terms of a theory with IR cutoff 1/R, asking any
dynamical question which does not require time scales larger than tc (with tc � R for
|λ| � 1). The cutoff can be chosen as low as we wish. It will generically induce relevant
operators such as an effective Higgs mass, but since these are suppressed relative to 1/R2

by a loop factor, they should not interfere with physics at time scales relevant for our
argument. Thus, our scenario with negative high-scale λ works as long as λ runs to a
positive value somewhere in the IR.

19 Actually, we are of course dealing with a wave functional, but we can ignore the non-zero modes
for our purposes.
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